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About This Game
On the creation of the game we have been inspired by films such as "Terminator" and "Avengers". We would like to recreate
the battlefield of men partially equipped with mechanical gears and military machines equipped with artificial intelligence.
What will be decisive in this war? Mind or steel?

Nearest future. The city is engulfed by fire and swarming with hostile robots. You are a combat unit with an artificial
intelligence thrown into a hot spot to eliminate the invasion of mechanical invaders and save what remains of the once great city.

Clean up this city with a bunch of weapons for tactical and assault strategy fight.
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Considered enemy AI will make a good chalenge war.
Enchanced grafics gives a post-apocalyptic ingame feel
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Title: Ruin City Gasolina
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
LillyWelland inc.
Publisher:
Bitlock Studio
Release Date: 16 Aug, 2017

a09c17d780
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: DualCore CPU
Memory: 2048 MB RAM
Graphics: GTS250/HD7770 or better
Storage: 500 MB available space
Sound Card: any

English
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Resynth is a great little music puzzle game that encourages you to think about what your most optimal next move is in order to
achieve a better outcome, but doesn't lock you out from still completing the puzzle and enjoying the great musical rewards for
taking your time!. i paid for this mobile game look-a-like
fortnite is free and 100x better then this trash cash grab. things need to be added and fixed"
1.gameplay is very bad
2.give more camara views
3.make the 11 players in game
4.fixing the overlay
5.add more national teams
6.give option to change the player color and hair style in teams
7.add fouls and panlties
8.add regional cups like ( African cup , Asian, Noorth Aferica, Europe, South America)
9.give more kit option we can use from other teams and change colors
10.have super shoots from outside the box. Love this game. Definitely not the most polished vr game but damn is it fun and
challenging.
The game is very similar to bullet sorrow but more much more fast pased.
I would definitely recommend if youre looking for a fun arcade shooter, I just hope
the developer is planning on adding more singleplayer levels.
Pros:
+ Decent graphics
+ Good gunplay
+ Challenging
+ Very cool art style
+ Good weapon variety
Cons:
- Laughable voice acting
- Barebones menu
- Only 3 levels
. Better than battlefield v. Dobby kicks hermione
Sirius kisses harry
Phoenix trolls dumbledore
and many more funny scenes
fun game to play but have issues like fps drop and game crash. Pros:
+ Adorable and brightly colored artwork. I especially liked the Treats.
+ I loved the sound effects. As annoying as the Badmin could be, their giggle was cute.
+ Not too difficult to learn how to play.
+ The sound effects and music have separate volume controls. I ended up turning the music entirely off because the way it sped
up as time ran out made me too anxious.
Cons:
- Very repetative. Once the Boss Badmin has been introduced, you've seen everything truly new that this game is going to throw
at you.
- The second-to-last level is utterly evil. You're required to get four Yosumin in order to beat it. Since getting a Yosumin
requires that all four corners have the same color, and since colors are placed pretty much at random, getting those four
Yosumin takes a while. Beating that level requires a lot of luck, patience, and a good enough eye to make enough squares and
rectangles to keep time from running out until you can finally get all four Yosumin.
- Some aspects of the game aren't explained very well (or at all). For example, I don't think it's every mentioned that the multicolored stained glass pieces function the same way as gold Yosumin pieces - they're wildcards that can be any color you need in
order to make a square\/rectangle. Also, I thought using the Treats cost Yosumin, but the Yosumin counts below the Treats were
(I think) just the total number of each Yosumin you had to collect before those Treats became available.
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It's an okay game, but very, very repetive (I say this as someone who enjoys Puzzle Quest). The story and final stained glass art
didn't make up for that.
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So very familiar, so similar to the Monkey Island series, but also standing out on its own. Excellent voiceovers in both, English
and Russian, plenty of objects to examine and get a funny commentary about. This certainly is a gem.. Full of PETA
propaganda that have no relation to the game's premise whatsoever. I played this with a child and I did not expect all the
disturbing stories by simply going up to talk to NPC's. Uninstalled after a few minutes of trying it out. There are way better
games with this style of gameplay.. This is excellant to use for educational purposes but is there a way to add a sandbox mode
where you can mess around with different chemicles? That could help\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665we do our own
experiments.. Fun, and with some interesting concepts. I really like the idea of social classes occupying residential areas, being
able to build per social class services, and different social classes not tolerating each other (meaning you may want to avoid
mixing them up).
But this implementation of these ideas is very buggy -- it freezes up way too often just to display a bunch of errors on my
screen. It also does not tolerate alttabbing (this is on 64bit Windows 8.1 and NVidia GTX 770). And I may be missing
something, but I can't see autosave happening.
This means I've started off a couple of times already, but don't have any savegame to speak of.
I'd say you may want to try it out, but bugs mean I found it too painful to actually play the game -- especially in face of
competition.. Played my first online match last night and while turning off all comfort settings might be inadvisable (a little
motion sick) it was SOOOO MUCH FUN! Great implementation of VR and skill based to boot! Also it is crossplay with PSVR
(my opponent was on playstation). Should become one of the staples of my library once I get in a little more practice ;)
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